
“Ansys Mechanical helped us find the most accurate loading cases and 
scientifically calculate the load on our new stretch wrapping machine. 
Thanks to transient analysis, we could determine the forces and 
torques in circumstances for which we previously had no data, such as 
during machine start-up and emergency stopping. Using simulation, 
production time was reduced from 30 months to 18 months.”

Andrea Ridolfi  
Senior Mechanical Engineer and CAE Specialist / Robopac S.p.A., Gualdicciolo, San Marino
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/ Company Description
Robopac, a company of Aetnagroup, is the global leader in the stretch wrapping 
industry. Its line of semi-automatic and automatic stretch wrapping equipment 
combines technology, innovation and experience into products that deliver 
results you can rely on. Aetnagroup’s seven brands — Robopac, Robopac Sistemi, 
Di-mac, Prasmatic, IMSB, Rotac and Toptier — offer complete lines of innovative 
stretch wrapping systems, bundlers, shrink wrappers, boxing systems and tape 
machines.

/   Challenges
Robopac’s existing product, called Rotowrap, was constructed as a metal box 
with a lot of welding seams. These seams caused potential reliability issues 
during the rotation of the wrapping arm. Also, the complex design was more 
costly than competitors’ products. The challenge was to create a new product of 
higher quality, performance and reliability at lower cost. 

/   Technology Used
Ansys Mechanical

Ansys SpaceClaim

/ Engineering Solution
Robopac engineers chose Ansys solutions to explore the design space and 
to focus on structural robustness. Using Ansys Mechanical for both static and 
dynamic analysis and Ansys SpaceClaim to model geometries for product design 
optimization, they were able to greatly improve the structural strength of the new 
wrapping machine by substituting metal tubes for the welded metal plates. This 
resulted in closed structures that have more resistance to twisting forces. Transient 
analysis enabled them to calculate forces and torques during machine start-up and 
emergency stopping — both critical phases for mechanical stress — especially near 
welding seams.

/ Benefits
• Eliminated structural problems.

• Increased wrapping speed from 12 revolutions per minute to 15 revolutions per 
minute.

• Reduced production cost by 30%.

• Compressed production time to 18 months instead of 30 months in the past.

• Increased sales by more than 150%.
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Stress (von Mises) map of tubular structure of stretch 
wrapping machine using Ansys Mechanical.

Robopac is a leading designer and manufacturer of stretch wrapping machines, which use 
stretch film to stabilize products for shipment. The company needed to develop an innovative 
rotating arm machine that was more durable and less costly than its existing product to be 
competitive in the industry.
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If you’ve ever seen a rocket launch, flown on an airplane, driven a car, 
used a computer, touched a mobile device, crossed a bridge or put on 
wearable technology, chances are you’ve used a product where Ansys 
software played a critical role in its creation. Ansys is the global leader in 
engineering simulation. We help the world’s most innovative companies 
deliver radically better products to their customers. By offering the best 
and broadest portfolio of engineering simulation software, we help them 
solve the most complex design challenges and engineer products limited 
only by imagination.

Visit www.ansys.com for more information.
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